Serving commercial and residential customers, The Stone Store is where you’ll find some of the most unique selections of natural stone and earth products available in the area! We have a vast selection of boulders, topsoil, crushed stone, stone veneer, natural flagstone, pavers, pebbles, sand & gravel and so much more. The Stone Store is a division of Aggtrans; a leading supplier of aggregates in Maryland and surrounding areas for over thirty years. We take pride in being able to service our residential and commercial customers with all of aggregate and landscaping stone needs.

Visit our unique showroom and sprawling outdoor stone gardens and experience the natural beauty that stone can bring to any environment. Our team of highly trained experts are ready to help you visualize and plan your landscape, construction or decorating projects. At The Stone Store, we work together with homeowners, contractors, landscapers and architects to take the guesswork out of incorporating stone into your home improvement projects. Just give us a call at 1-888-766-4242 and we’ll do our best to assist you.

We take pride in building long lasting relationships with every customer. Taking time to explain and answer any questions that may arise is one reason why our service is the difference.

The Stone Store showroom is filled with portfolio samples from vendors. Our Stone Bar is stocked with samples of popular bulk materials. Customers are encouraged to take home samples to see which item is best suited for their home.
Welcome to The Stone Store, a premier supplier of natural stone, manufactured stone, bulk aggregates, interlocking paving, segmental walls and much more. Servicing areas in MD, DC, VA, PA, DE and beyond for over 30 years; we are committed to creating long lasting partnerships.

Part of this commitment has allowed us to establish direct relationships with quarries and suppliers throughout the world. These relationships have enabled us to offer one of the largest and most unique selections to our customers. Our never ending quest for material is based on craftsmanship, creativity, and quality but moreover our quest is servicing our clients needs. We take pride in bringing choices to our clients and assisting in material selection for building superior projects.

We are accessible for meetings at your facility, job sites, or at our headquarters. Featuring 20,000 square feet of display and showroom areas and a private conference room our headquarters are an ideal setting for client meetings. Employ US! The Stone Store as your premier resource in the industry – quality, choice and solutions are just the start of our dedication to excellence. Our team is comprised of top notch individuals who are both talented and passionate about serving the needs of our customers. Visit us to experience the difference!

Kimberly Himmel
Vice President & General Manager

Mission Statement
To be the leading provider of natural and manufactured stone, bulk aggregates and outdoor living products by utilizing the best people, the best partners and unsurpassed performance. We will continue to provide the highest level of customer service and solutions in the industry.

Our Values
Growth and Profitability
Integrity and Quality
Communication and Flexibility
Professionalism and Productivity
Creativity and Energy
Education and Development
Innovation and Teamwork

Contact Us
7535 Railroad Avenue
Hanover, Maryland 21076
1-888-766-4242
sales@thestonestore.com
@Stonestore.com
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Are you looking for something you don’t see in our catalog? While this catalog outlines much of the inventory we offer at The Stone Store, we are not limited to just these items. Ask your sales representative about other products available at The Stone Store.

©Aggtrans/The Stone Store, 2014. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this catalog without express and written permission from Aggtrans/The Stone Store and/or owner is strictly prohibited.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Wallstone is quarried or fieldstone material in its natural state, suitable for vertical stacking purposes. Wallstone is sorted typically by size range and divided into several categories including but not limited to; garden wallstone, thin wallstone, building stone, and building veneer. Wallstone can also be classified by shape, (ashlar, round, flat,) and /or texture (weathered). The Stone Store classifies wallstone products by size (1”-3”, 2”-4”, etc.). Wallstone is available at The Stone Store by the pallet, by the ton, and by the pound.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Irregular Flagstone

Irregular flagstone is quarried flat stone material in its natural state and is typically used as paving slabs in flatwork applications (ie: patios, walkways). Material is split into layers creating pieces yielding a minimum of one flat side usually ranging 12” to 62” in surface area. Typically this flagstone is available in varying of thickness. Irregular Flagstone is quarried in places with bedded sedimentary rock including Arizona Flagstone and Pennsylvania Bluestone. The Stone Store classifies Irregular Flagstone products by type, and is packaged in “stand up” pallets or standard flat pallets. Irregular Flagstone is available at the Stone Store by the pallet, by the ton and by the pound.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Pattern Cut Flagstone is natural stone that has been selected and sawn to specific sizes or shapes. Standard dimensional sizes are typically available in multiples of six usually starting at 12” x 12”. Pattern cut material is usually cut to the ½” to allow for joint spacing. Color, texture, and surface finish of the stone will vary depending on type and source. Raw material is usually quarried in block which allows for a multitude of sizes and thicknesses. While paving or stonetile are the more popular applications for pattern material, it is also used in steps, counter/bar tops, and wall caps. The Stone Store classifies Pattern Cut Flagstone by type and it is sold by the pallet, each, or square foot. Special orders are available.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Bluestone

One of the most popular building materials regionally as well nationally, American Bluestone is a staple product at The Stone Store. Primarily quarried in South Central New York and Northeastern Pennsylvania, Bluestone is available in many shapes, sizes, cuts, and finishes... your imagination is the only limitation. Bluestone paving colors include full color (grays, browns, lilacs), blue select, and lilac (maroon/purple). Available in both natural and thermal finish, standard thickness ranges from ¾”-2” in both nominal (+- tolerance) and gauged thicknesses. In addition to paving material, American Bluestone is available in treads, sills, steps, and slabs. The Stone Store is recognized as an industry leader in supplying these products; from residential to commercial to municipal The Stone Store is your Bluestone resource.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store has one of the most unique and complete selections of boulders in the market. From small garden accent to large multiple ton specimen, our boulders have been used in projects for residential, commercial and municipal applications including passive barrier boulders used in many government facilities. River boulders, ledge stone boulders, lava rock boulders, and Rip Rap boulders are just a few of the available specimen boulders at The Stone Store. Boulders at The Stone Store are classified by type and packaged by the pallet or by the pound.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Natural steppers and slabs can be a key element to completing any landscape project. All-natural quarried and mined steppers and slabs from literally all over the globe can be found at The Stone Store... small garden path steppers, extra large diving rock slabs and everything in between. Choose from an abundance of sizes, colors and textures. Steppers and slab material is classified at the Stone Store by type and packaged by the pallet or by the pound.
Belgian Blocks are solid granite cubical shape cobblestones. One-hundred percent natural, durable solid rocks, Belgian Blocks are used in a variety of applications including paving and edging. Belgian Blocks are available in a small variety of color and several sizes and are available by the full pallet or by the each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belgian Block Sizes</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Pink</th>
<th>Gray</th>
<th>Yellow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size - 7” x 10” x 4”</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size - 5” x 5” x 9”</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size - 4” x 4” x 4”</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Custom

Transform any ordinary project into something extraordinary, specifically suited to your design with a Stone Store Custom Order. We can help you add that special touch to your interior or exterior space allowing you to use the beauty of natural stone to create a style that is specific to your needs. From custom finishes (thermal, rock face, and bull nose, etc…) to radius cuts, to special hearths and mantle pieces. The possibilities are limitless. The Stone Store can assist you at every level from concept, to design, to material specification. Our custom order division services projects of any scale and is experienced with handling templates and shop drawings. Stone adds timelessness to any project and a custom order can make it exclusively yours.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store specializes in a wide variety of treads, hearths and mantels. Available in various thicknesses, depths and finishes, natural and manufactured. A large selection of these finishing pieces are available in stock or can be customized to specification.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Crushed Stone

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.

Are you looking for something you don’t see in our catalog?
While this catalog outlines much of the inventory we offer at The Stone Store, we are not limited to just these items. Ask your sales representative about additional sizes and colors available.

1-888-766-4242 Bulk Material

Crushed Stone

Gray White Stone Dust
Blue Gray Stone Dust
Gray White Class 1 Rip Rap
Blue Gray Class 1 Rip Rap
Rose
Timberlite
Gray White CR6
Red Lava Rock
Crushed Stone

Whether by the ton, yard or truckload, crushed stone is the foundation material for many outdoor stone projects. The Stone Store has a complete selection of crushed stone for use in paver base layers, concrete mixes, and as decorative stone ground covers. Ask your sales representative about additional sizes and colors available.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store carries an assortment of sand and gravel products for an assortment of projects. In bulk or by the bag sand and gravel is available for pick up or delivery. Ask your sales representative about additional sizes and colors available.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store has always focused on preserving the environment by selling and promoting eco-friendly products. The materials we sell are widely used in the construction industry and consist of recycled concrete, asphalt, stone and brick. The finished products are always limited, based on the availability of the raw materials in the market place. Please call our sales department at 1-888-766-4242 for questions and availability.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Have you considered decorating with exotic pebbles? These beautiful, natural beach pebbles come in a variety of sizes and colors to complement any decor. In landscaping projects, they're perfect for ground cover and weed-block. Use decorative pebbles in water gardens to bring out the natural beauty of the water as it washes gracefully over the pebbles.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Decorative Stone

Want to enhance a landscape bed, create a unique walkway, or add that special natural finishing touch to your pond? With The Stone Store’s decorative stone you can do it all with the everlasting elegance of natural stone. Specialty crushed stone, river rocks and lightweight aggregates can help craft that unforgettable natural look to any outdoor area. The Stone Store provides multiple sizes of decorative stone available in bulk, bagged or even by the pound.

Please refer to our resources starting on page 44 to help determine size and quantity needs for your project.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Topsoil, Spec Mixes, and Amendments

The Stone Store is a complete source for a full selection of soil products such as topsoil, fill materials, and soil amendments. As a manufacturer of topsoil we are able to service small to moderate soil needs in addition to some of the largest projects in the region.

The Stone Store is also a stocking supplier of a complete range of soil amendments, clays and lightweight aggregates, allowing us to produce specified custom soil blends and sport field mixes on site.

All soil products are available in bulk and bagged for delivery and pick up.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store sells bagged or bulk mulch by the cubic yard. Shredded Hardwood and Recycled Rubber Mulch are available in a variety of colors. In addition to being an attractive ground cover, mulch is used to conserve soil moisture, moderate soil temperature and block weeds. All mulch is available for pickup or delivery.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Bagged Products

Bulk products at the Stone Store can also be bagged. If you need a little or a lot your materials can easily be packaged in 50 lb., 250 lb., 2,500 lb. - choose the size that’s convenient to manage for your next project.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Techo-Bloc is designed to blend seamlessly with the natural environment. A leader in product innovation, Techo-Bloc offers pavers, edges, masonry veneer, paving slabs, and walls designed to give homeowners and professionals the ultimate in design flexibility. A stocking dealer, The Stone Store has one of the largest Techo-Bloc outdoor displays in the area.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Unique styles, colors, and an uncompromising level of quality continue to make Belgard a leader in the industry. Belgard’s Colorgard technology guarantees you’ll enjoy your hardscape’s beauty for many years to come. Visit the Belgard Display Area at The Stone Store to gather ideas on colors and styles for your next project.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Utilizing their patented Paver-Shield™ technology, Nicolock Paving Stones and Retaining Walls manufactures a complete line of interlocking concrete paving stones, architectural paving slabs, precast concrete products, and segmental retaining wall systems. Pavers made with Paver-Shield™ have an ultra dense surface and richer, more vibrant color that will not fade. Nicolock pavers and wall products are in stock and on display at The Stone Store.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Unilock Select™ design possibilities are endless with a versatile palette of colors, textures and European-inspired styles. Elegance with endurance is featured in the Unilock Select™ product line made up of high density pre-cast concrete pavers with superior stain resistance and color retention. Engineered to perform in the harshest of conditions these pavers are ideal for a wide variety of projects. Come see the architectural beauty of Unilock Select™ at The Stone Store.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The look of stone can add timeless grace and beauty to virtually any space. With Stone Veneer products you suddenly have the flexibility to use stone in applications that may have been limited to you before. The Stone Store is a stocking dealer of several complete lines of both natural and manufactured stone veneers. Lightweight, durable and versatile stone veneer allows you to capture the essence of natural stone while minimizing cost, labor and waste. Whether in new or existing construction stone veneer is suitable for almost any application. Conveniently packaged, no job is too small to add an exquisite touch of stone.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
For over 40 years, Eldorado Stone has demonstrated an undeniable passion for creating authentic products that not only elevate quality and design, but also attainability. Believability is at the very core of our company philosophy. When you set your eyes on Eldorado Stone, it looks authentic, natural and most of all, beautiful. Look for the full line Eldorado Stone at The Stone Store.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Manufactured Stone Veneer

Included in the manufactured stone veneer collections are StoneCraft and Dutch Quality Stone. StoneCraft’s stone profiles recreate all the fine detail of quarried stone at a fraction of the price, weight and installation time. Amish Craftsmanship is revered throughout the world and Dutch Quality Stone is located in the heart of one of the biggest Amish communities in America, which is one reason why Dutch Quality Stone is touted as the industry leader in quality and consistency. These products combine to give customers many choices at The Stone Store.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Established in 1998, QuarryCut helped pioneer the thin cut stone industry. Quarry Cut’s products are beautiful, easy to install and add lasting value to any home. Never dyed, never treated with chemicals, Quarry Cut’s genuine stone is a treasure for the ages, all locally sourced and never imported. The Stone Store is a proud dealer of Quarry Cut.
The Stone Store can help bring the security and comfort of indoors to your exterior space. Create your own outdoor oasis with elements that will expand living spaces and entertaining capacity. Fire pits, fireplaces, outdoor kitchens and living areas can help achieve a cosmic level of enjoyment in outer spaces. The Stone Store’s StoneLife Furnishings® line of outdoor furniture and accessories are the perfect solution to enhance any outdoor lifestyle... elegance, durability and versatility of these elements can be the perfect finishing touch to your backyard masterpiece.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Creating your very own outdoor retreat is easy to do with The Stone Stores line of outdoor fire pits and fireplaces. From ready made, ready to use pre-built units, to completely custom modular systems and every thing in between, The Stone Store has a fire feature to suit any need. Grates, domes, and pokers. Firebrick, fire mortar, and even firewood. The Stone Store is fully capable, stocked and ready to warm your outdoor life.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.

A delicious combination of beauty and functionality... today’s modern outdoor kitchen is so much more than a grill and a cooler. Complete a total enhancement of your cook space and customize it to fit your family’s needs. The Stone Store can fully equip an outdoor cooking space adding the timeless beauty and limitless quality of stone. Custom counters, drawers, cabinets, grill centers and even authentic pizza ovens, take Outdoor Living and your grilling to the next level with the unmatched elegance and durability of stone. Bon appétit!
The most unique selection of natural outdoor furniture available, StoneLife Furnishings® are the perfect finishing accent for Outdoor Living. Unmatched durability, unequaled elegance, and enhanced rustic nature, these pieces will last for generations. Available and in stock today… a full line of statuary, water features, fountains, benches, lanterns, bird baths and of course those irresistible natural stone critters! Experience the elegant sustainable beauty of StoneLife®…. enduring artistry.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
There's something about water rippling through rocks that makes people want to travel hundreds of miles to see it. Choose from beautiful fountains or core drilled natural stone columns to create a water feature in any Outdoor Living area. Additionally, The Stone Store has a wide selection of natural and manufactured stone to enhance fountains. Plumbing accessories including pumps, hoses, and fittings are also available to complete the package.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Accent your garden with a beautiful fountain or statuary - The Stone Store has a beautiful display of stone garden products including Stone Age Creations and Henri Studio. These products will add elegance and beauty to any outdoor area. This is just a sampling of the garden accents we carry - ask about our extensive line of products from Henri Studio and Stone Age Creations.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store offers a variety of natural home accents that can provide a special touch to any interior or exterior space. From coasters, to wall art; from stone critters to our imported petrified wood specimens. Decorating with these natural stone pieces will display a subtle rustic beauty that is both elegant and unique.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Basalt Products

Basalt Stones are natural rock formations created by the rapid cooling of lava on the earth’s surface millions of years ago. Unweathered basalt is black, but after thousands of years of weathering, many more beautiful colors evolve. Various lengths and sizes of basalt are popular in a variety of architectural and landscape uses. Stop in today to see our selection!

For more information on Basalt Stones please visit www.nps.gov/depo/index.htm.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Stone and Masonry Tools

Stone and masonry tools are conveniently stocked for you at The Stone Store. Dependable tools are an essential part of completing residential and commercial projects. From new innovative tools to the hard-to-find specialty tool, The Stone Store has what you need to make jobs that much easier.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Landscape Accessories

Cleaners, sealers, edging and polymeric sand... protect against the harmful effects of today's tough climate while keeping your stone and pavers looking brand new. The Stone Store carries a large variety of cleaners and sealers for natural stone, concrete and clay pavers, walls and masonry.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
The Stone Store offers a wide range of fabrics and geotextiles for landscaping, filtration, erosion control, soil reinforcement, and roadway stabilization. These fabrics are cost-effective elements, which improve and enhance modern construction techniques. Many of these products are required in civil engineering applications.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
One of the region’s best sources for ice treatment products including rock salt, anti-skid aggregates, and salt/sand mix. The Stone Store has a wide range of seasonal products from firewood to snow shovels all available in bagged and bulk for pick up or delivery.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Pride, professionalism, and safety are just a few words to describe the detail that goes into every Stone Store delivery. All deliveries are orchestrated by our dedicated dispatch team for both residential and commercial customers. The Stone Store is equipped with a fleet of vehicles, allowing us the ability to handle loads of all sizes. Our delivery personnel consists of highly-trained, service-minded professionals who go above and beyond to ensure our customers are treated with respect and all purchases delivered with care.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Services

The Stone Store strives to provide a level of service unmatched within the industry. The Stone Store extends its service thru value-added programs such as Stone Store University, an industry centric educational training program, and Stone Store Pro, a loyalty program designed to support contractors and hardscape industry professionals. In offering these programs and much more our customers’ success and satisfaction is our only goal. Our service is the difference.

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.

### Charts and Formulas

#### Depth Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Equivalent in Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 inch</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 inches</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inches</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inches</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 inches</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 inches</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 inches</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 inches</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 inches</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 inches</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 inches</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 inches</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 inches</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 inches</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 inches</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 inches</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 inches</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 inches</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### General Formulas

- **Length x Width = Square Feet**
- **Square Feet x Depth = Cubic Feet**
- **Cubic Feet ÷ 27 = Cubic Yards**

When figuring quantities remember to:
1. Double-check your measurements
2. Allow for compaction (equals higher yield per CY)
3. Double-check your measurements
4. Allow for a waste factor
5. Always round up

#### Driveway or Pad Coverage

**How to calculate coverage for a standard driveway or pad**

**Example**

Standard driveway or pad to be covered with stone 6 inches deep:
- 15 feet x 25 feet = 375 square feet
- 375 feet x 0.50 (6 inch depth) = 187.5 cubic feet
- 187.5 ÷ 27 = 6.94 cubic yards (round up to 7 yards)

**How to calculate coverage for an L-shaped driveway or pad**

**Example**

L-shaped driveway or pad to be covered with stone 7 inches deep.

The calculation is done in two sections:
- 18 feet x 40 feet = 720 square feet
- 10 feet x 40 feet = 400 square feet
- 400 feet + 720 feet - 1,120 square feet
- 1,120 feet x .58 (7 inch depth) = 649.60 cubic feet
- 649.60 ÷ 27 = 24.06 cubic yards
Charts and Formulas

Calculating Circles

How to calculate the length around a circle
Formula: Diameter x 3.1416 = Linear Feet around Circle

Example
Length around an 18 foot diameter round swimming pool:
18 feet x 3.1416 = 56.55 feet (total linear feet around pool)
To add 2 feet of stone (3 inches deep) around this pool:
56.55 feet x 2 feet = 113.10 square feet
113.10 feet x .25 (3 inch deep) = 28.28 cubic feet
28.28 ÷ 27 = 1.05 cubic yards

How to calculate the square footage inside a circle
Formula: Length x Width x 0.7854 = Square Feet

Example
Square footage inside a 24 foot diameter round swimming pool:
24 feet x 24 feet = 576 square feet
576 feet x 0.7854 = 452.39 square feet (total inside pool)
To add 4 inches of sand evenly across pool:
452.39 feet x .33 (4 inches depth) = 149.29 cubic feet
149.29 ÷ 27 = 5.53 cubic yards
To be safe always round up. You would order 6 cubic yards of sand.

Any measurements, material take offs and/or material quantity estimates given by The Stone Store are NOT to be considered exact and are to be used for general estimating purposes only. Customer assumes the risk of any overages or shortages created by utilizing our general estimates and any such overages or shortages are the sole responsibility of the customer.

Due to the nature of our earth's products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Aggtrans has been a leading supplier of bulk aggregates and transportation for over 30 years throughout the MD, DC, VA, DE and PA area. We take pride in providing a One-Stop Shop to the commercial, industrial and residential markets, as well as government agencies and municipalities. Quality, choice, and solutions are just the beginning of our vast selections of products and services. Crushed stone, sand & gravel, recycled products, fill materials, specialty aggregates, equipment rentals or disposal sites, delivery anywhere and much more; Aggtrans has it all!

Customer satisfaction is a priority at Aggtrans. Our team of dedicated professionals possess a passionate commitment to surpass our customer's expectations while maintaining a profitable, innovative, growth-oriented organization. Whether it's small or large quantities, unique specifications, custom soil mixes or just a simple request, you can count on Aggtrans to fulfill your aggregate needs. Our service is the difference!

David Gable
President

AGGREGATE SALES • TRANSPORTATION SERVICES • EQUIPMENT RENTALS

1-888-766-4242

7535 Railroad Avenue • Hanover, Maryland 21076

Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.
Due to the nature of our earth’s products: color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.

Information

Directions

From the ANNAPOLIS area:
I-97 North to Rt 100 west, go 1 1/2 miles. Take Rt 170 north, go 1/2 mile. Take Rt 176 west, go 100 feet. Left on Old Dorsey Rd., changes to Railroad Avenue, address on left end of street.

From the BALTIMORE area:
From I-695 (Baltimore Beltway) take B/W Parkway, (Rt 295) south, go 2 miles. Take I-195 east, towards BWI Airport, go 1 mile. Take Rt 170 south, go 2 miles. Take Rt 176 west, go 100 feet. Left on Old Dorsey Rd., changes to Railroad Ave., address on left end of street.

From the WASHINGTON, DC area:
From I-95 & I-495 (Washington beltway), take I-95 north, go 18 miles. Take Rt 100 east, go 5 miles. Take Rt 170 north, go 1/2 mile. Take Rt 176 west, go 100 feet. Left on Old Dorsey Rd., changes to Railroad Ave., address on left end of street.

From the FREDERICK area:
I-70 east to Rt 29 south, go 3 miles. Take Rt 100 east, go 12 miles. Take Rt 170 north, go 1/2 mile. Take Rt 176 west, go 100 feet. Left on Old Dorsey Rd., changes to Railroad Ave., address on left end of street.

Contact Us

Phone: 1-888-766-4242 • Fax: 410-766-2002
sales@thestonestore.com • thestonestore.com
7535 Railroad Avenue • Hanover, Maryland 21076
(for electronic mapping enter city as Harmans)

Lunch is on Us!

We are pleased to bring lunch to your firm and show you the latest in aggregates and landscaping stone. Custom presentations can be tailored to fit your needs.

Hours

Summer Hours
3rd Sat. of March through 3rd Sat. of Nov.
Monday - Friday: 7 am to 6 pm
Saturday: 8 am to 3 pm

Winter Hours
3rd Sat. of Nov. through 3rd Sat. of March
Monday - Friday: 7 am to 5 pm
Saturday: Closed
Due to the nature of our earth's products:
color, exact sizing and special characteristics cannot be guaranteed. Please be aware
that colors and textures may appear different from the actual product when viewed on computer monitors, desktop printers
and in print material. Please visit our Terms and Conditions page/product quality section for further details.